
Four Friends | Magical Story

Once upon a time there were four friends living in a small
village.They were Oliver, William, Jones, Lucas.

Growing up together from a young age they were close
friends.The first three were excellent intellectuals

masters in many arts. But Oliver spent most of his time
eating and sleeping.Others thought of him as an idiot.

Once there was famine in the village.The rivers and lakes
began to dry up. Crops withered. There was a shortage of

food.

The villagers began to search elsewhere for survival. "Like
everyone else we have to go somewhere else.

Otherwise we will die” Williams said. What he said was
accepted by other friends. "What does Oliver do?"

Williams asked.

"Do you want to take him with us? He has no
knowledge, he has no talent," William continued.

“We can’t take him with us. He will be a burden to
us,”Jones replied.

“How can we just leave him here? He is the one who
grew with us. We can share our earnings equally

among the four of us" Lucas said.



So, they decided to take Oliver with them. They packed up
and headed towards the nearest town. On the way a forest

interrupted. They started to go through it.

At one point they found the bones of an animal.
Surprised they went near it and were looking at it.

When Lucas said, "These must be the bones of a lion,"
the other three agreed.

They immediately accepted William’s statement, "This is a
good opportunity to apply our education."

"I can put these bones together," said William, putting
the bones together to form the skeleton of a lion.

"I can give it blood and muscle," said Jones.

"I can bring this lion's body to life," said Lucas.

Immediately Oliver ran in front and stopped him. “No, no.
You don't do anything. If you make this lion alive, it will

kill us, Oliver tried to stop him.

"You Coward!  You can't stop me from testing my
knowledge and skill” Lucas shouted angrily.

Continuing, “You are  with us only because of that I
requested them to join you along with us. Are you



trying to stop me now?" He shouted at Oliver.

"Wait, Wait!, I will climb in this tree first," Oliver said
nervously, jumping on a nearby tree.

While he was sitting on the top branch of the tree, Lucas
brought the lion to life, with his skill.

The lion got up and attacked the three best wise men!
Their knowledge was not helpful for them to save their life

Justice: Ingenious knowledge is better than academic
knowledge.
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